
perfectly clear that tliis refers to a petition wMcii could bevasakayam 
have "been filed under tlie Indian Divorce Act. Thus detamony. 
she miglitj in answer to her husband’s suit, claim if there khishnaxv, j . 

are circumstances which justify such relief, decree for 
judicial separation or for dissolution of marriage. In 
case such a decree is passed at her instance, the Court 
would he in a position to act under section 37. It is 
not contended that a bare application for maintenance 
can be put in by the wife against the husband under the 
Indian Divorce Act. If she wants maintenance without 
either judicial. separation or divorce, she can have the 
remedy only by filing a suit or an application under the 
Criminal Procedure Code. The order therefore granting 
maintenance to the wife is ultra vires. It must therefore 
be set aside. In the result we vary the decree of the lower 
Court by striking out the order for maintenance and 
otherwise dismiss the appeal with costs.

K.E.
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Before Mr. Justice Krishnan and Mr. Justice Eamesam.
1932,

T. S. N , MUHAMMAD E.OWTHBR ( A ppellant )̂  D ei’e n b a n t , November i.

M. M. ABDUL E B H M A N  UO W TH BR (R espondent) ,
PlAINTIFE'.=̂

Civil Procedure Cods (Act V of 1908), sec. 11, explanation 4— Res 
judicata— Might and ouyht to have made a ground of attach 
— Previous swit for partition and recovery oj possession^ as 
co-purchaser under a common purchase with two others—  
Sale in name of one—-Purchase held not to he joint— Subse
quent suit hy the same plaintiff' as heir o f the sole f w -  

■ chaser— Bar of res judicata— Ground of attach— Duty to join 
different grounds of title in one suit— Suit against trespasser 
in ejectment.

* A-ppeal N o. 85 of m i f



Mdhammad Where a person institufced a suit against a trespasser in 
R o w j h t c r  p Q g g g g g jQ Q ^  foi' partition and recovery of his share in certair^ 

A b d d l  lands on the footing that he was a co-owner under a joint 
Rkhman purchase made b\ himself and his two deceased brothers, hutl̂ fi WT H i V J

his claim was dismissed on the ground that the purchase was 
not a joint one but the sole purchase of one of the deceased 
brothers^ and the former instituted a subsequent suit to recover 
his share as cue of the heirs of the deceased purchaser.

Reid, that the suit was barred by the rule of res judicata, 
as the plaintiff ought to have joiTied his subsequent ground 
of title in the former suit-, under section 11, explanation 4, 
Civil Procedure Code.

Woomatara Behia v. Unnopoorna Bassee, (1872) 1 1 Beng. L. R., 
158 ; Srimut Rajah Moottoo Vijaya v. Kaftarrm Nachiat', (lS6t>) 
11 5 0 ; Kamesnran Pershad v, Bajkumari Buttan Kore^
(1893) I.L .R ., 20 Calc., 79 (P.O ) and Moosa Goolam Ariff v. 
Ehrahim Qoolam Anff, (1913) I.L .R ., 40 Oalc,, 1 (P 0 .) , applied. 
Paijana Reena Saminathan v. Fana Lana Palaniappa, (1913) 41 
I.A ., 142j distinguished. Ramaswami Ayyar v. V,ythinatha 
Ayyar, (1903) I.L .R ., 26 Mad., 760  ̂ explained.

A ppeal against the decree of T. N. L akshmana R ao,
Subordinate Judge of Madura, in Original Suit No. 56 of
1921.

The material facts appear from the judgment. The 
lower Court held that the previous suit was not a bar 
as res judicata in the present suit, and awarded a decree 
directing the delivery of possession of the suit lands to 
the plaintiff from the defendant. The latter preferred 
this appeal.

A, KrisJinaswand Ayyar for the appellant.— The pre-" 
vious suit was in ejectment against the present defend
ant as a trespasser. So also is the present suit. The 
plaintiff ought to have joined his present ground of 
title in the previous suit, section II, explanation 4, Civil 
Procedure Code. His title as residuary heir of M. ought 
to have been joined in the previous suit which was also 
on his title as owner by purchase. The matter is conclu
ded by several decisions of the Privy Council. The 
learned vakil cited various authorities which are referred 
to in the judgment.
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K. V. Krislmaswami Auyav for respondeiit.— Tlie title Muhammad
^  E o v v th e e

and the cause of action in the present suit is different v.
from those in the previous suit. Though he might have eehman
joined the present ground of title, he was not bound to 
join it in the previous suit. Claim for one-third share 
as one^of the sharers under a common purchase is a differ
ent ground of title and cause of action from that as a 
residuary heir under Muhammadan Law to M.’s estate 
on his'death. Bamasivarni Ayyar v. Vytliinatlia AyyajrQS)̂
Pay ana Reena 8ami7iatJian v. Pana Lana Palania^pa[2) 
show that cause of action as co-owner, and title as heir- 
at-law are different. Reference was also made to the 
cases dealt with in the judgment.

JUDaMEOT.
K bishnan, J.— This is an appeal by the defendant kbibhnah, j. 

against the decree of the second Additional Subordinate 
Judge of Madura, in Original Suit No. 56 of 1921 on hiB 
file. The only point argued before us by the appellant 
is that the present suit is barred by res judicata under 
section 11 read with explanation 4 of the Civil Procedure 
Code. The Subordinate Judge has held that it is not so 
barred and hence the appeal by the defendant.

The plea of res judicata is based on the former suit,
Original Suit Ko. 1 of 1916, brought by the present 
plaintiff along with the widow and the daughter of his 
deceased brother one Muthu Mahomed Eavuther against 
the heirs of one Varisai Eavuther, defendants 1 to 5, 
and against the present defendant as the sixth defendant 
and against the heirs of his third deceased brother JSTaina 
Mahomed Eavuther. His case there was that the pro
perties in suit, the title-deeds of which stood in the name 
of Muthu Mahomed Eavuther, were purchased by all the
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MtjHAMMiD tKree brofcliers wit-li their joint earnings benami in tli©
-IajO VT 1.3 UjR

name of Matliu Maliomed and they really belono-ed to allABHur, . .  ̂ o
eehman of them in equal one-third shares. One of the items suedrr£}R

—  ' for was a iioii.se in Madura Town. Muthu Mahomed 
’ had executed a sale-deed regarding it to one Varisai 
Eaviither and after the latter’s death it had been sold 
by his heirs—defendants 1 to 5—to the sixth defendant 
and he was in possession. It was alleged by the plaintiff 
that the sale-deed to Yarisai Ravuther was a nominal 
transaction not intended to convey title and that the 
sixth defendant had no title either, as he was a purchaser' 
with notice of the defect of title. The present plaintiff 
therefore claimed, a one-third share for himself and 
plaintiffs 2 and 3 claimed another one-third share as 
heirs of Muthu Mahomed allowing the other one-third 
to the heirs of Naina Mahomed.

The Subordinate Judge who tried the suit found that 
the property was not the joint acquisition of the 
brothers but belonged to Muthu Mahomed alone and on 
that finding he dismissed the plaintiff’s claim. He also 
found that the sale to Varisai Ravuther was a nominal 
one and that the sixth defendant obtained no title as he 
was a purchaser with notice of the infirmity of title of 
his vendor. He thus gave a decree to plaintiffs 2 and 
3 as the heirs of Muthu Mahomed but only for a one- 
third share as they had not asked for more although 
they were entitled to a five-eighths share under the 
MuhammadanLaw of inheritance on his finding. Plaintiff 
did not appeal but tlie sixth defendant filed an appeal 
in the High Court. Plaintiffs 2 and 3 filed a memo- 
randiim of objections claiming their five-eighths share in 
the property under the Muhammadan Law on the footing 
that the whole property belonged to Muthu as found by 
the Subordinate Judge. The High Court dismissed the 
sixth defendant’s appeal but gave a decree for five-eiglitha
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share to plaintiffs 2 and 3. They have executed that moh.ammad
^ E o w t h e e

decree and got possession of that share. v.
It is for the balance three-eighths share of the house Rehman

in Madura that the plaintiff brings the present suit —
against the sixth defendant. He now claims as the sole 
residuary heir to Mnthu iVIahomed being his sole survi
ving brother. Defendant contends that the plaintiff 

might and ought to have ” claimed this relief in the 
alternative in the previous suit and not having done so 
he is barred by section 11 read with explanation 4 
from claiming it again.

The previous suit was, so far as the present defendant 
is concerned, a suit for his ejectment from the suit house 
on the ground that he had no valid title to it or in other 
words that he was a trespasser ; and it was based upon 
plaintiff’s title as owner by joint purchase with two 
others. The prayer for partition was only against the 
heirs of the brother. It did not concern the present 
defendant. It is conceded that in that suit plaintiff . 
might have put forward his claim to ownership by 
inheritance as heir to Muthu Mahomed as an alternative 
claim. In fact though the case of the plaintiffs 2 and
3 was also one based on Muthu Mahomed being 
entitled to only a third share as joint purchaser they 
were given a decree for their five-eight^is share in the 
whole property on the footing that it belonged solely to 
Muthu Mahomed. Plaintiff could have got relief on .the 
same footing in that suit if he had put forward his claim 
as Muthu Mahomed’s residuary heir.

The question then is whether he “  ought ”  to have 
put his present claim forward in that suit. The ruling 
in Woomatam Delia v. IJmiofoorna BasseeQ) is in point 
where their Lordships of the Privy Council held that a 
suit to recover. property on the ground that it was part
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Muhammah of plaintiff’s taluk ■was barred by a prerious suit for the
E o w t h e r  ^

V. same land on tke gronnd tiiat it was tanfir land o p  lana 
rehman wliicli was obtained by adverse possession as tlie two
__  ■ claims should have been combined in tlie first suit. In

Ebishisan, j . before us tlie first case was for possession against
tile defendant as owner on the strength of plaintiff’s 
title by purchase ; the present case is again for posses
sion on the strength of plaintiff’s title as owner by 
inheritance. In both cases plaintiff is litigating under 
the same title namely, his ownership., He should there
fore according to this ruling have coml^ined the t w -  
claims in the first suit.

In that case their Lordships followed an earlier 
ruling of theirs in Srimut Hajah Moottoo Vijaya Baga- 
nadha Bodha Gooroosawmtj Periya Odaya Tevar v. 
Katama Nachiar, ZandndaT of 8imgu'nga(\), where in the 
first suit the party rested his title upon the property 
being the separate property of the zamindar, whereas 
in the second suit he claimed title under a will. That 
plea was held to be barred.

The case of Woomatara Debia v. Unnopoorna Dassee(2) 
is referred to in Bamaswami Ayyar v. Vythinatha 
Ayyari^). The learned Judge while distinguishing it 
from the case before him which was one of redemption 
of a mortgage different from the one sought to be 
redeemed in the first case tkougli on the same property 
observes that the suits in Woomatara Debia v. IJnno- 
poorna Dassee(2) were “  both suits based upon plaintiff’s 
title as owner ” and that

"  the case is an aufchorifcy only for the position that if one 
is dispossessed of land and brings a suit to recover possession 
on the strength of his title, he must establish his title in that 
very suit, h j urging and proving all that would go to establish 
his title and, cannot reserve one or more of such grounds for a

Cl) (1866) 11 50. (2) (1872) 11 IJen .̂ L.R., 158.
(3) (1903) I.L.R,, SQ Mad., 760, at p. 774 and 775.



future suifcj and ttis is wliat is laid down in explanation 2 of 1̂chamm.̂ u 
section 13, Civil Procedure Code

which, is the same as explanation 4 to section 11 of the 
present Code. Even taking this restricted Tiew of the 
scope of the decision -without deciding whether it is J.
correct to so restrict it, it appears clear that the present 
case falls within it and is covered by the explanation.

The Priyy Council again held in Kameswcir FersJwA v, 
Bajhumari Riittan Kuer{l) that a suit to enforce a chaige 
on property barred a second suit for the same amount on 
a personal covenant to pay under the same agreement.
Their Lordships say that

the question whether the second claim ought to have 
been, put forward in the first case depends on the * particular 
facts of each case. When matters are so dissimilar that their 
union might lead to confusion, the construction of the word 
‘ ought ’ would become important. In this case, matters were 
the same. It was onl}? au alternative way of seeking to iTnpose a 
liability upon Run Bahadur and it appears to their Lordships 
that the matter ‘ Ought'’ to have been made a gronud of attack 
in the former sait. '̂
This case shows that if a person has two grounds on 
which he could base his claim or title to a thing he must 
bring forward both in the first suit itself and he will be 
barred from bringing a second suit, unless indeed the 
û aion leads to confusion. In the case before us the 
Joining together of the two claims, the one under the 
purchase and the other as heir, would have led to no 
confusion or embarassment. If plaintiff failed to prove 
the joint purchase he alleged, the property must have 
necessarily been taken to be Muthu Mahomed’s as the 
deed was in his name, and as the plaintiflt’ claimed title 
through him, for his alternative claim he would then have 
to prove only that he is a residuary to get relief on that
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Muhammad oTOund. In either case the invalidity of the sixth
E o w t h e s  °  , , ,

V. defendant’s title must be proved so that the addition of
hehman the alternative case will have led to no confusion at allliiO WTSlijRi»—  ’ and no embarassment to plaintiff in leading his evidence. 

keishnan, j . case of Kameswar Fei'shad v. Bajhumari
Buttan Koer{l) was followed by their Lordships again 
in Moosa Goolam A rif  v. Ehrahim Goolam Ariff(2). 
Thus it would seem clear on the authority of the 
Privy Council ruling that the plaintiff should have 
put forward all his grounds of attack to recover the 
suit house from the defendant and not having puL 
forward his claim based on his right of inheritance 
in the former suit he is now barred from doing so. The 
fact that plaintiff claimed in the first suit a one-third 
share by partition whereas now he claims a specific 
three-eighths share which alone is left with the defend
ant, the balance having been recovered from him by
Muthu Mahomed’s widow and daughter, can make no
difference to the application of the rule of res judicata; 
for according to both his claims the defendant had no 
right to any portion of the property he being a trespasser. 
A plaintiff cannot by claiming a larger or a smaller 
share in the same property than in his first suit get rid 
of the effect of res judicata against him. In both cases 
the relief against tKe defendant is to recover possession 
from him of the whole or part of the same property.

Besides the above mentioned authorities the appellant 
cited Masilamania Fillai v. Thiruvengadam Pillai(S), 
Rangaswamy Pafrudu v. Applaswamy(4i) and Guddappa 
V. TinJcappa{5). The respondent, on the other hand, has 
quoted a number of cases where it was held that the 
second suit was not barred but I think it is not necessary

(1) (1893) 20 Calc,, 79 (P.O.).
(2) (191.3) 40 dale., 1 (P.O.). (3) (1908) I.L.R., 31 Mad., 385.
(4) (1916) I M.W,KT,, 286. (5) (1901) l.L.U., 25 Bom.. 189.



to discuss Ihem all. It is not possible to reconcile all
 ̂ E o w t s b h

tlie cases ; but it may be conceded that a plaintiff in not 
bound under Order II, rule 2, to join in one suit all tlie kehman 
causes of action lie lias got against the defendant; but —
that principle is not the one applicable to the question 
before us which refers to a plaintiff’s duty to bring for
ward all the grounds of his attack in support of the title 
that he is litigating. Reference must, however, be made 
to two of the cases relied on by the learned yakil for the 
respondent, Rmmsiuami Ayyrir y. Vythinatha Ayijar(l) 
a decision of ‘this Court and Pay ana Beena Saminathan 
y. Pana Lana Palaniapj>a(2), a decision of the Privy 
Council in an appeal from Ceylon, In the former case it 
was ruled that the dismissal of a suit to redeem one 
mortgage did not bar subsequent suit to redeem 
another mortgage on the same property. I agree with 
this decision as the two suits are different from one 
another being based on two different contracts. The 
title or jural relationship in the two litigations are 
different as the terms of the two mortgages which 
regulate that relationship are different. But I do not 
wish to be understood as agreeing to all the observations 
in that judgment. That case is really an illustration of 
the rule that a plaintiff is not bound to combine different 
causes of action in the same suit and does not apply 
here.

In the Privy CounciLcase Payana Beena Saminathan 
V. Pana Lana Palanmppa(2), the first suit was on 
certain promissory notes, which failed as the notes 
were found to have been materially altered. The 
second suit was for money due under a certain award or 
settlement for which the notes had been given. The 
question considered in that case was not one of res
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Mohammad iudicata bat whether the second suit was barred by reason
R o W T H E R  ry  T

'*'• of section 34 of tlie Ceylon Procedure Code corresponding 
hehman to Order II, rule 2, of our Code. Their Lordships held

—  ’ that the claim on the notes and the claim on the original 
krishnan, j. under the award or settlement were quite

independent claims and constituted “  two inconsistent 
and mutually exclusive causes of action ” and therefore 
the second suit did not offend against the section quoted. 
No question of the kind before us was raised and 
we cannot therefore treat it as an authority on tha'.  ̂
question.

For the above reasons I hold that the present suit is 
barred by section 11, explanation 4, Civil Procedure Code, 
and must be dismissed. I allow the appeal and dismiss 
the suit with defendant’s costs throughout.

eamesam, j. Ramesam, J.— The facts are fully stated by my 
learned brother.

The decision depends on a construction of the words 
Litigating under the same title ” taken with explanation

4 in section 11 of Civil Procedure Code. As a large 
number of decisions, including those of the Judicial 
Committee are available as guides, it is futile to attempt 
to work out the details in the application of the section 
by mere consideration of the words of the section. On 
an analysis of the decisions cited before uŝ  the follow
ing propositions may be gathered from them (without 
attempting to generalize);—

(1) Where the creditor (hypothecatee) of a Hindu 
widow claimed to recover the debt from a reversioner 
who got into possession of the estate through a surrender 
by the widow, a claim based on the ground of an express 
covenant at the time of surrender to pay the debt, is 
barred by a prior suit to recover the identical debt 
where it was based on the ground that it was benej&cial



liO W T H E a , 

E A M E S iM ,J

to and binding on tlie reversion— Kameswar Fershad's 
case(l). ,' ABDuri

(2) Where the first auit was to redeem one Eehmax
'  T? r» ITTfTITTTTl CB

mortgage it does not bar a suit to redeem a mortgage of 
a different date, th,ougli the property sought to be re
deemed and the principal amouat of the mortgage are 
identical. Rama. îvami Ayyar v. Vi/thinafha Ayyar{2),
Veerana I'illai v. MutJmJcumam Asari('S) and Thrikaihat 
Madathil Raman v. Thiruthiyil Krishen Nair(4').

(3) Where the first suit, was based merely on the 
relationship of landlord and tenant between plaintiff 
and defendant (and not on plaintiff’s title as owner or 
otherwise) a second suit based on title is not barred ; 
Mangalathamnial v. Veerappa Gotmihinijy).

In the first case the claimant litigates under the 
same title but not in the second and third cases.

(4) Where the plaintiff sought to recover a property 
as owner, a second suit to recover the same property 
also as owner is barred, even though the details for the 
ownership are different from those in the first.

It is scarcely necessary to add that in cases 1 and 4 
the facts which are the basis of the second suit must 
have existed at the time of the first suit to attract the 
bar of res judicata. The fourth proposition is supported 
by Woomatara Debia v. TJnnopoorna Dassec{6), Moosa 
Goolam Ariff v. Ehrahim Ooolam Ariff(7), Quddappo. v 
Ti7'happa[S), Masilam'ini’̂ Pillai v. Tim Deng adam Pillai(9)^
B.angammmy Patrudii v. Appalaswamy(10).

In my opinion the decisions in SubraJmaihian Olietti v, 
Authinamyanan{ 11) and in Second Appeal No. 1606 of
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(1) (1893) I.L .R .,20 Oalo.,79iP.O.).
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1914 and Becond Appeal JSTo. 1. 91 of 1917 (unreported) 
abbud are inconsistenfc with. Woomatam Delia v. Unnoppoorna 

î THER Dc(.ssee{l). I also agree with S e r h a g ie i  A t t a e , J.’s 
dissent in Bangaswamy Patrudu v. A'ppalamamy(2) from 
the remarks at page 779 of Ramaswaiid Ayyar v. Yyihi- 
natha Ayyar(8).

In the application of the fourth proposition it must 
be remembered that the claim in the second suit must 
be either substantially identical with or part of the claim 
in the first suit.

Coming to the present case, can there be any 
difference for the purposes of res judicata merely because 
(1) the share claimed by the plaintiff in the present case 
is three-eighths and that in the former case was one- 
third and (2) there was a claim for partition in the first 
suit and none now ? I think not. In the first place the 
share to which the plaintiff was entitled in the former 
suit (on the footing that all the three brothers originally 
acquired the property) was not one-third but one-third 
plus three-eighths of one-third or eleven twenty-fourths, 
the plaintiff being entitled to the extra one-eighth by 
reason of succession from the second brother. Though 
the results of this succession were overlooked, in so far 
as the two-thirds clai?ned by all the three plaintiffs in 
the former suit were concerned, it was a claim for eject
ment against the present defendant (whether the two- 
thirds consisted of one-third b^onging to first plaintiff 
and one-third to second and third plaintiffs or eleven 
twenty-fourths to first plaintiff and five twenty-fourths to 
second and third plaintiffs). The fact that a partition 
was asked for because the heirs of the first brother did 
not join as co-plaintiffs was a mere accident and does 
not change the character of the suit.

R a m e s a m ’, J.

(I) (1872) 11 B.L.R., 158 (P.O.),
(2) (1916) 1 286, (3) ^1903) T.L.K., 26 Mad., 760.



Tiie share now claimed (viz., three-eightlis of tke 
plaintiff) was certainly less than the eleyen twenty- 
fourths to which he was entitled at the time of the Lehman

E o w t h h u .
former suit (even on the allegation of acquisition, by all —

E a m e s a i i  J.
the three brothers) though by an oversight as to the 
results of the death of the second brother, his title was 
described as that to a third; and it certainly overlaps 
substantially the claim actually made. If the shares are 
identical though there is no claim for partition in the 
second suit, it cannot be said that the second suit is not 
barred and the non-identity of the shares is a mere 
accident and can make no difference for the application 
of the principle.

In Balhhaddar Nath v. Bam Lal{l), Shivram v. 
Narayan{2) and Konerrav v. Gurmw{?>) the plaintiff’s 
right as co-owner (using the term generally) was 
admitted in the first and only the fact of a partition 
resulting in plaintiff’s right to a specific plot was in 
dispute. In the interval between the two suits, he 
continued to be co-owner and the second suit for parti
tion was not barred. In Nilo Bamchandm v. Govind 
Ballal{4i) (a suit for vatan property) some of the 
defendants, in the first suit admitted plaintiff’s right 
though not the one who was the conjbesting defendant in 
the second suit. In Thandavan v. ValUammal{b) the 
first suit was for a declaration and there was neither 
identity of suit nor identity of issue as to the validity 
of the will and in Dhanapala Ohetti v. Anantha GheUi(6) 
the construction of the will in the second suit was 
not in question in the first suit. In Allwimi v. Kun- 
jusJia{7) the karnavan had not exercised his right to
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(3) (1881) I.L.R ., 5 Bom., 589. (4) (1886) I.L.E., 10 Bom,, 24,
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MtiHAHM.Ai) j.0gŷ j]Q0 as karuavan at the time of the first suit. In
-Hg w t h e r

amdl i^econd Appeal No. 1391 of 1917 if the plaintiff’s right
eehman his own undivided share was admitted in the first

H oW T H E R .

—  suit, that decision would have been distinguishable
R amEsam, J. '■ \ n n •

Hke Bcdbhaddar Nath v. Ram Lal{l) and the cases in 
Shivram v. Naraijan{2). As it is, I am not able to 
agree with it. It cannot be said either in Second 
Appeal No. 1391 of 1917 or in the present suit that if 
the second claim was made alternatively in the first 
suit, the first suit wpald have been bad for misjoindorijof; 
parties and of causes of action either under the present 
Code or the old Code. In the result, I agree with my 
learned brother that the plaintiff’s suit should be 
dismissed with costs throughout.

K.IL
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APPELLATE CIVIL.

Before Sir Walter Salis Schwahe, Kt., K.G., Chief Justice, 
and Mr. Justice Wallace.

1922, a B D U L  s h a k e r  S A H IB ;, ( f ir st ) D efendant , A p p e m ânt,,November 1. \ /

V.

ABDUL R A H IM 4 N SAH IB  a n d  a n o t h e r  ( P la in  t ip  ts)j, 
E s s p o n d e s t s  *

Specific Belifif Act (I  o /1877), sec. 35— Specific performance—' 
Contract for sale of lands— Dupree of original Gdurt, giving 
time to plaintiff for payment o f  price— Appeal hj defendant 
— Poiper of original Court to extend time— Nature of Original 
decree— Preliminary decree— Power of Appellate Court to 
eatend time in the appeal by the defendant-—Jurisdiction of 
original Court to p̂ ass necessary orders, including granting of 
further time.

Where, in a suit for specific performance of a contract for sale 
of certain lands, the original Court passed a decree directing the

(1) (1904) I.L.E., 26 A l l , 501. (2) (1881) LL.E., 5 Soni., 27.
* Original Bide Appeal No. 126 of 1921,


